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Bible Bit…

Can you post anything on 
Facebook about what you've 
learnt today?

Can you post anything 
on SnapChat about what 
you've learnt today?

Can you post a picture on 
insta representing what 
you've done today?

Which verse did you memorise last week? Or have memorised at all? 
Discuss the different methods of reading the bible,  which do you think is the most helpful to you? 
Do you think you are a visual or audio learner - can you use this to influence how you read it? 
Which translation do you like most? 
Do you think that every time you read the bible you have to have a ‘light bulb moment’? Is it ok just to read it through? 
Do you know of anything helpful on social media or online that can help with your bible? 
 Do the Discipleship Question. Go round and share: 

What has God said to you as you read the bible this week, and what are you going to do about it? 

: DAILY 

 Play a game of Pictionary - 

 In two teams have a list of words which team can get the most in a minute - go through until everyone’s                      
had a go. 

YOU WILL NEED A LIST OF WORDS AND PENS AND PAPER FOR THE GAMES. 

To know how to read the bible 
To know which method might be best for themselves 
To read it this week daily 

Now Try It… Pick a method that you liked and try it on these ( or other) verses…. 
Read Psalm 139:23-24 

Read it (what does it say) - anything that pops out or interests you? 
Reflect (What does it mean, then and for you now) 
Respond (What do I do now) 
Extra questions:  

Can you do the 1 word at a time method - what does that make you think about? 
Read Matthew 9:9 

Do the Imagine You Were there, Method.  What would you have thought?  Imagine you were Matthew what do 
you think was going through his mind? 

CHALLENGE: How can you memorise some of the bible this week? 

Pray  Spend some time at the end of the session praying.  
Reading the bible is a battle, pray you can do it this week and get something out of it. 

to read the bible at least once this week and answer the discipleship question.

Video

Watch the video on Youtube   
Press pause and discuss the questions halfway through, give a few minutes for the discussion, then carry on watching 
it until the end. 

Discussion


